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Loch Ness Monster: 
Scientist's View-Film Records-Stories of Eyewitnesses 
. . . It was seen on Sept. 22 at Balna- sort. But I am inclined to agree with 
foich by a number of people, who were Dr. Grimshaw, because the Beluga, an 
all in agreement that it had "a small Arctic species, habitually ascends rivers. 
head on a long neck, and moved through It has been known to ascend the St. 
the water with · an undulating motion." Lawrence as far as Quebec, and it enters 
Doubtless they were convinced that their the mouths of all the Siberian rivers, in-
eyes had not deceived them, that they eluding the Amur, and also the Yukon, 
really had seen this strange monster ! in Alaska. The Illustrated London News. 
But suggestion goes a long way. This 
strange beast has been described, in al-
most identical terms, time and again. We 
have all read of it. Sometimes it is 
furnished with a long mane, or other 
frills but the essential details are the sam~. Until now, however, it has always 
been seen at sea. To give a semblance 
of reality to appease the sceptical, it has 
been suggested, as on this occasion, that 
it was really a Plesiosaur - one of the 
old " sea-dragons " which were common 
enough in our seas a few million years 
ago. Skeletons thereof may be seen in 
the British Museum of Natural History. 
The suggested possibility of such a sur· 
viva! is as fantastic as the storY it was 
hoped to justify. 
But this is by no means all of the silly 
things that have been said on this theme. 
The monster has recently been seen, we 
are told by one " eyewitness," "crossing 
the public road, dragon-like, with what 
appeared to be a lamb in its mouth" ; a 
report which is said to have caused 
"widespread alarm along the valley of 
the Ness"! Other accounts accord it a 
humped back, dark colour, a mane, and 
eyes like motor-lamps! 
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were obtained. Owing to the distance 
at which it arose, however, it appears 
on the film as a dark object moving 
quickly across the water . 
The object is not very clearly defined, 
but the camera men have provided a con-
trast by showing a film of a log floating 
on the surface of the water. They also 
prepared a model, which they have filmed, 
and they challenge comparison with what 
they describe as " the genuine article." 
The Times, London, ]an. 4, 1934. 
. . . He has no means of escape, 
save by the aid of an unusually high 
tide, to enable him to get down the river 
past the town to the sea. Normally this 
river is very shallow. Only by means of 
another such tide can he gain his free-
dom. Should he be taken, alive or dead, 
before then, the prediction of Dr. Percy 
Grimshaw, Keeper of the Natural History 
Department of the Royal Scottish Mu-
seum, will be verified- of that I have 
no doubt. He is of opinion that this 
mysterious visitor will be found not 
merely to be " very like a whale," but 
to be indeed a whale ; and probably a 
Beluga, or white whale (Delphinapterus 
leucas), and an immature specimen at 
that. And its colour will be of a dark Three Glasgow men, employees of I That part of the film in which the 
slate-grey, for the adult has a hide of a I Scottish Films Productions, claim to have I monster appears occupies the screen for 
beautiful creamy-white hue. The poor filmed the Loch Ness monster. only a minute or two. The creature is 
creature is, unhappily, much in demand They had spent a fortnight on the 1 seen swimming towards the right, getting 
for the sake of its hide, which is used banks of Loch Ness and were just on farther away as it travels, and is ap-
for leather for shooting-boots and the the point of giving up when they noticed parently diving just as it leaves the field 
!~ather shoe-laces known as "porpoise- a commotion on the surface of the water. of view of the camera. There is here 
h1de." There is, of course, the possibility They immediately manned their three no definite evidence of the small, up-
that it may prove to be a dolphin of some : cameras and several shots of the monster raised head and long neck to which 
2 
several eyewitnesses have testified, but 
the main mass of the body seems to be 
preceded by a smaller mass, which like 
the rest is partly under and partly on 
the surface of the water. The photogra-
phers declare that they saw seven or 
eight humps on the monster's back, and 
some of these humps are discernible in 
the film. 
The most clearly evident movements 
are those of a tail or flukes. This ap-
pendage is noticeably darker than the 
body. The photographers describe the 
general colour of the creature as grey, 
that of the tail as black. Indeterminate 
movements of the water beside the 
monster as it swims suggests the action 
of something in the nature of fins or 
paddles. The Times, jan. 11. 
* * * 
"Long, Thin Neck and Small Head" 
A remarkable story of the monster was 
told by Mr. Goodbody, a well-known 
sportsman and the proprietor of the In-
vergarry House. Mr. Goodbody said:-
On Saturday afternoon my two daugh-
ters and I motored to about a mile east 
of Fort Augustus on the north side of 
the loch with the view of trying to get 
a glimpse of it. Shortly after 12 o'clock, 
to our surprise, we observed what we 
thought to be the fins of some large fish 
moving slowly in the water, going in a 
northeast direction towards Inverness 
and coming nearer to the north shore. 
We had strong field-glasses and, as the 
object came to within 400 or 500 yards 
of the north shore, we clearly observed 
that the fins were not fins, but humps. 
As the object came nearer we examined 
it very carefully through the powerful 
field-glasses. I counted no fewer than 
eight humps, and my daughter was posi-
tive that she counted nine humps. They 
changed from time to time. The humps 
would be about a foot out of the water 
and were very clearly seen. We saw the 
head for a brief period twice. The 
creature had a long, thin neck with a 
very small head, so small that I was 
terribly surprised. I did not see the tail; 
it was under the water, but there was a 
thrashing movement in the water when 
the object made a turning movement. 
The object is not anything like a 
porpoise or a walrus or a whale, which 
have been suggested. In fact, I think 
that all the guesses made about the 
monster are wrong. From what I saw 
of it, the object, as I have stated, is 
absolutely different from what I have 
seen in all my world-wide experience. 
The small head was perched on a thin, 
long neck much higher than the body. 
The part which I could see was at least 
16ft. long. 
I was at first sceptical about the crea-
ture, but now I am absolutely sure that 
there is an object- something that I have 
never seen-in the loch. I say emphati-
cally, after watching it through field-
glasses along with my two daughters for 
40 minutes there, that I saw a strange 
creature in the loch. The Times, jan. 4. 
* * * 
Motor-Cyclist's Story 
The Loch Ness monster has again been 
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A New Monetary Program for the American Nation: 
The Five Main Points of the Roosevelt Plan 
By Charles Merz 
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The dramatic events of the last week 
have shaped a new monetary program 
for the United States. It is embodied in 
a bill drawn under the President's direc-
tion and now pending before Congress. 
At five important points this measure 
proposes to change the existing situation: 
1. It would fix the limits for devalua-
tion of the American dollar at from 50 
to 60 cents, in terms of its present gold 
value. 
2. Within these limits it would au-
thorize the President to " manage" the 
dollar, by making such changes in its 
value as he finds necessary in order to 
stabilize domestic prices or to protect 
American foreign trade. 
seen on land, this time on the north side 
of the loch near Abriachan, where the 
water is only a short distance from the 
roadway. The witness was Mr. Arthur 
Grant, a veterinary student in Edinburgh, 
son of Mr. James Grant, of Polmaily, 
Drumnadrochit, who was motor-cycling 
home from Inverness along the loch-side 
this morning at 1.30. There was bright 
moonlight after rain and at a part of 
the loch in the shadows of Abriachan he 
saw what he believes to be the monster 
at closer range than any other person. 
" It was," said Mr. Grant, "about 30 
or 40 yards from the part of the Glasgow-
Inverness road which has just been re-
constructed that I observed in the moon-
light on the other side of the road from 
the loch what appeared to be a large 
black object. I was almost on it when 
a small head on a long neck turned in 
my direction, and the object, taking 
fright, made two great bounds, crossed 
the road, and plunged into the loch. 
"I had a splendid view of the object; 
in fact, I almost struck it with my motor-
cycle. It had a long neck, with an eel-
like head and large oval-shaped eyes just 
on the top of the small head. The body 
was very hefty, and I distinctly saw two 
front flippers. There were two other 
flippers, which seemed to be webbed, be-
hind, and there was a tail which I esti-
mate to be from 5ft. to 6ft. long. The 
curious thing about the tail was that it 
did not, so far as I could see, come to a 
point, but was rounded off. The total 
length of the creature would be from 
15ft. to 20ft." The Times, fan. 11. 
3. It would impound in the Treasury 
the vast stocks of gold now held by the 
F ederal Reserve Banks and assure to the 
government whatever profit may result 
from an increase in the dollar value of 
this metal. 
4. It would use part of this profit to 
create a "stabilization fund" of $2,000. 
000,000, which could be used by th~ 
Treasury for the purchase of gold, for-
eign currencies and the securities of the 
United States Government itself. 
5. It would provide ultimately for the 
return of the United States to a new 
and modified gold standard. 
The present article is devoted to a 
discussion of these five points, to the 
debate they have aroused and to their 
line of descent from the chief policies 
hitherto advocated by the Roosevelt ad-
ministration. 
I-DEVALUATION. 
If we begin with devaluation, let us 
first note that it does not involve any 
change in the appearance or relationships 
of the different coins and bills with 
which we are familiar. Whether the 
dollar is " worth" 50 cents or 60 cents 
or something in between, it will continue 
to represent 10 dimes, 20 nickels, 100 
pennies. Physically it will be precisely 
the same dollar we now have in our 
pockets. 
What will be changed, in case of de-
valuation, is the legal weight of the 
dollar in terms of gold. This weight is 
now set at 23.22 grains of fine gold. As 
long ago as last May Congress gave the 
President power to reduce this figure by 
as much as 50 per cent. The new factor 
introduced last week is the proposal that 
the weight be fixed at no more than 60 
per cent in case of devaluation. Exist 
ing law gives the President his choice 
of any figure between 50 per cent and 
100 per cent. The plan now before Con 
gress would limit this choice to the nar 
rower range of from 50 per cent to 60. 
Purpose of Reduction. 
What is the purpose of reducing the 
gold content of the dollar to either 50 
or 60 per cent, when the public is at 
present forbidden to possess gold and 
when, as we shall note, the Preside?t 
actually proposes to stop coining it Jn 
APRIL 
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{uture? The administration is acting on 
the belief that by reducing the theoretical 
old content of the dollar it can increase 
g ·ces of goods the dollar buys. Wheat P: eXChanged for dollars and dollars for 
1 heat. If the dollar grows cheaper 
d:rough reduction of its intrinsic value 
aneasured in gold or in foreign currencies, 
then (it is argued) more of the cheaper 
dollars will be needed to buy the same 
quant!ty of wheat and the price of wheat 
will nse. 
There is considerable agreement, even 
on the part of those who are skeptical 
of the theory in its broader applications, 
that this is likely to happen in the case 
of certain commodities, of particular im· 
portance in foreign trade. Thus Dr. 0. 
M. W. Sprague, formerly financial adviser 
to the Treasury and more recently a 
critic of the plan for devaluation, agreed 
(in one of his articles published in THE 
TIMES) that prices of goods exported or 
imported in large quantities are "directly 
responsive to changes in the value of the 
dollar as measured in foreign currencies." 
As the dollar falls in terms of British 
pounds, increasing the relative value of 
the latter, the price of cotton shipped to 
England tends to rise. 
The Trend of Prices. 
That this has actually happened in the 
case of a number of commodities is sug-
gested by the chart at the top of the 
page. The black line indicates daily 
fluctuations in the price of gold, measured 
in terms of dollars, during the last three 
months. The dotted line shows daily 
variations in Moody's index of the aver-
age price of fifteen staple commodities: 
cotton, wheat, corn, wool, hogs, hides, 
sugar, coffee, cocoa, silk, rubber, copper, 
silver, steel scrap and lead. 
Most of these commodities are impor· 
tant either as exports or as imports. The 
index is therefore highly sensitive to 
dollar fluctuations. The chart shows the 
result. With considerable regularity the 
two lines follow the same course. When 
the price of gold rises - in other words, 
when the dollar falls in terms of gold -
the average price of these commodities 
also rises. It falls with a decline in the 
price of gold-that is, with a gain in the 
value of the dollar. 
Many. critics of the legislation pending 
before Congress argue that here the 
matter ends. They do not believe that 
depreciation of the dollar has had, or is 
likely to have in future, a decisive influ-
ence in determining the prices of other 
commodities than those which are im-
portant in foreign trade. 
An Apparent Discrepancy. 
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of devaluation. They believe that Eng- I of wheat and cotton, and thereby (at 
land's departure from the gold standard 'least in theory) rallying ,the prices of 
checked the decline of prices in that these and other commodities. If, on the 
country more than a year before the other hand, commodity prices threatened 
same result was achieved in the United to rise too rapidly, he could reverse this 
States. They foresee a continuing rise process. 
of prices, as the reduction in the gold The difference between a 50-cent dollar 
value of the American dollar gradually and a 60-cent dollar may seem compara-
makes its full influence felt. They believe tively slight, but is actually a difference 
that this rise will include, less directly, of 20 per cent. This is a much larget 
but inevitably, prices of other commodi- figure than appears in the variation of 
ties than those exchanged in foreign commodity prices during more normal 
trade. And they believe that such a rise times than thooe we have witnessed re-
is necessary in order to improve farm cently. In the seven years intervening 
purchasing power, enable goods to be sold between midsummer of 1922, when the 
at a larger profit and make possible the first post-war deflation was completed, 
payment of domestic debts more nearly and midsummer of 1929, on the eve of 
at the price level at which they were the stock market panic, the lowest 
incurred. monthly average of commodity prices 
II-MANAGEMENT. ever. c;omputed by_ the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics was 94.1 m June, 1927, and the 
In the proposal to fix the gold content highest was 104.5 in March, 1923, and 
of the dollar somewhere between 50 and again in November, 1925. 
60 per cent of its present weight, the There is a spread of only 11 per cent 
precise figure would be determined by between these top and bottom figures. 
the President. Why is he given this dis- This is considerably less than the 20 per 
cretion? cent variation in the gold content of the 
Two reasons are offered by the authors dollar which the plan before Congress 
of the plan. First, the President believes leaves within the discretion of the Presi-
that " because of world uncertainties" it dent. 
is "not desirable in the public interest By giving him explicit power to vary 
that an exact value be now fixed." the weight of the dollar " from time to 
There are negotiations to be undertaken time" the plan gives him for the first 
with foreign nations necessarily concerned time explicit authority (which he may or 
with the effect which the value of our may not use) to experiment with a cur-
currency may have on their own foreign rency so " managed " as to achieve 
trade. There are large elements of un- stability in terms of commodities. 
certainty in our domestic price structure. III-IMPOUNDING GOLD. 
The President is not yet prepared to re-
commend a precise figure, and urges In the President's judgment it is neces-
Congress to give him a margin of ten sary, in order to maintain a proper 
points within which to turn around. relationship between currency and prices, 
The second reason for this proposed for the government " to be the sole 
grant of discretionary power, inside the custodian and owner of the base or re-
ten-point limit, is that Mr. Roosevelt re- serve of precious metals" underlying its 
tains his faith in the wisdom of a currency. This leads us to the third 
"managed" currency. In various state- point in the program now before Con-
ments on monetary policy made since he gress -namely, the impounding within 
entered office, he has said that he seeks the Treasury of the nation's entire stock 
" the kind of dollar which a. generation of monetary gold. 
hence will have the same purchasing and At the present time this stock, amount-
debt-paying power as the dollar value ing in round numbers to $4,323,000,000, 
we hope to attain in the near future." is distributed as follows: 
In other words, having once achieved a ~t:r;.,iJ.,i,?..{~e:f:r~!~.rnk! 446,000,000 
satisfactory price level, he would attempt hold . . • • • . . . . 3,566,000,000 
to maintain it- avoiding violent fluctua- There is "in circulation" 311,000,000 
tions either toward higher or toward The Treasury's gold consists chiefly of 
lower levels, with consequent booms or coin and bullion held in trust or in re-
depressions. serve against gold certificates, United 
It is plainly with this goal in view that States notes and Treasury notes of 1890. 
the plan now before Congress proposes The Federal Reserve Banks' gold is 
to give the President power (within the pledged (to the extent of about two-thirds 
limits of a 50-to-60 per cent value) to of the total sum) against notes issued by 
alter the gold content of the dollar "from the Reserve System. The $ 311,000,000 
time to time . . . whenever and as the technically classfied as " in circulation " 
expressed objects of this section in his includes not only whatever amounts of 
judgment may require." The significance gold are now in hoarding but also what· 
of these words becomes apparent when . ever amounts have been lost, destroyed 
it is noted that the first of the "expressed or sent abroad without knowledge of 
objects" is "to stabilize domestic prices." public authorities over a long period of 
The Process Visualized. years. The figure of $311,000,000 is 
They point out that while the dollar 
has fallen about 33 per cent since the 
suspension of the gold standard by the 
United States last April, the average of 
a long list of 784 commodities computed 
weekly by the Bureau of Labor Statistics 
has risen by less than 18 per cent. They Under this grant of power the Presi-
believe, moreover, that much of this rise dent could attempt to stabilize domestic 
is due to other influences than dollar de- prices by altering " from time to time " 
predation. They call for a currency that I the gold content of the dollar - always 
will be stable in terms of gold and much within the ten-point margin specified. If 
closer to its present legal parity than 50 1 prices began to fall he could endeavor to 
or 60 per cent. I check the decline by reducing the number 
On the other side and apparently in a I of grains in the theoretical gold dollar, 
majority in Congre~s, are the advocates , thereby making it less desirable in terms 
simply the arithmetical difference between 
the total amount of gold known to have 
been coined in this country or imported 
and the total amount either sent abroad 
through regular channels or at present 
in the hands of the Treasury and the 
Federal Reserve System. 
Transfer to the Tl.'easury. 
The proposal now made, in the plan 
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before C01wress is to transfer to the II of $2,667,000,000. On the basis of a "50- potential profit of devaluation would be 
United Stat~s th~ ownership and posses- cent dollar" the pro.fit would be $4,000,- utilized in the first instance in this man. 
sion of the very large amount of gold 000,000. ner, what would become of the actual 
held by the Reserve Banks. There is a IV-STABILIZATION. gold taken over by the Treasury ? 
difference of opinion c.oncerning the ' Out of this potential profit_ to be The plan provides that it shall be With. 
eth1cs of th1s actton: It IS descnbed by r ealized when devaluation at a precise drawn from circulation and, " together 
some members of Congress as ~heft by figure is formally proclaimed by the with all other gold owned by the United 
the governmen_t of somethmg wr h tch do~s President_ comes the fourth important States, shall be formed into bars of such 
not belong to 1t. . ~Iany othe. mem.ber,s change proposed last week: the creation weights and degrees of fineness as the 
defend 1the plan, 1_nsJs~mg that the nat1~n s of a " stabilization fund , amounting to Secretary of the Treasury may direct." gold be.ongs mo,e propetly to the puolic $? 000 000 OOO There would be no more eagles, double 
as a whole than to the Reserve B~t;~ks · ~The ' n,a'nne~ in which this fund would eagles and half eagles. " No gold shall 
and that nothmg IS now propc;,sed w_mch be mana.ge.:l is described in the pending hereafter be coined, and no gold coin 
would alter the assets of thes~ bal!Ls m measure It would be used, witllin the sha'.l hereafter be paid out or delivered 
relatiOn to the1r ~1abtlttJes. It IS s1g~tficant discretio~ of the :':ecretary of the by the United States." 
that Governor Black of the Fedetal Re- Treasury for the purchase or sale, at The nation's currency would continue 
s1erve Board has expressed 1the opmJon home 0-r' abroad, of "gold and foreign to have the backing of an actual metallic 
t .1at a':1Y ,t;nha_ncement of t .1e value of exchange, and such other instruments of reoerve. But the gold standard now en-
the goJ_d ~n"mg. so~]~ }hrough such credit or secur ity as he may deem neces- visaged as an ultimate goal of the Roose. 
monetat,ytpl ol.cy of ,he ,o;,e.nment should sal'' ... for the purpose of stabilizing velt administrafon would differ in one 
mure ·o 1e crovernmem > important respect from the gold standard 
• "' , . • f . "' ~ the exchange value of the dollar" at J·.n effect before 1933. fhe actual mechamcs o. ta"m6 over whatever ficrure mid1t be decided upon 
the gold would be as follows : 1 p " 1 o, . · t f . It was one of the characteristics of It would gradually be transferred phy- 1? ~ 11e trestc en t as tne pro pet pom 01 this earlier standard, perhaps the only 
sically to the Treasury's vaults in Wash- c.eva.ua Jon. . . . . completely free gold standard in the 
ington, to the mints in San Francisco, Thts puqJose rs Slmilar to .that which world, that it imposed no restrictions in-
Denver and Philadelphia, and to the Great Bntam seeks to accom,?hsh tl~rough ternally or externally on the movement 
assay office in New York and elsewhere. the ~ampulatwn of an ~qual!zat t~n of gold. Such a system could be main-
1 Part of it is already in these institutions, fund amountmg, at pr~esent rates of ex- tained only if the country's stock of gold 
held there in safekeeping for the Federal change, to about $ l,7~0,000,000. Great were adequate to meet the demand. It 
Reserve Banks.) Britain has not ~orma,]y devalued ~he was entirely adequate in normal times. 
As the gold was transferred, payments pound; but there 18 a range ':"1thm which But a stock valued at four billions could 
for it would be made with gold certifi- ~he BntJsh Government desJres tor kee~ not possibly be stretched to cover six 
cates issued by the Treasury. But these It, . well below par, for the benent 0 1 billions of paper currency and forty-
certificates would not continue to be pre- BntJsh _forel_gn trade and the support of three biilions of bank deposits, if all of 
cisely what they are today- essentially don:estJc pnces. . the owners of paper currency and all of 
"warehouse receipts" for the metal. Whenever the pound threatens to n se the owners of bank deposits suddenly 
Once the Federal Reserve Banks l1ad above the desired range, the managers wanted gold at once. 
surrendered their gold, they could reclaim of the " equalization fund" sell pounds 'fhe Experience of 1933. 
only such amounts of it (on presentation for gold or fore1gn mo.ney, m order ~o 
of their certificates\ as were judged by depress the value of Bnttsh currency 111 It was a panicky effort to convert credit 
the Secretary of the Treasmy to be terms of foreign exchange. Whenever into cash that brought on the banking 
"necessary to maintain the equal pur- the pound threatens to fall below the crisis of last February, before the Roose-
chasing power of every kind of currency des1red range, the managers of the fund velt administration entered office, and this 
of the United States." reverse thts process. experience is responsible for the changes 
Position of the Reserve. Government Securities. now proposed. Henceforth, if the present 
. . . plan is enacted into law, the nation's The transaction would not alter the 
position of the Reserve System. For the 
gold it turns in, it would receive certifi-
cates secm·ed at all times, dollar for 
dollar, by gold in the Treasury. These 
certificates could be used as a backing 
for its own notes, and neither its liabili-
ties nor its assets would be altered. Nor 
would its present power to issue addi-
tional notes be curtailed. The bill before 
Congress specifically amends existing law, 
in order to authorize the Reserve Banks 
to maintain reserves against their notes 
in gold certificates rather than in gold. 
At the end of the process the Reserve 
Banks would have the cer tificates ; the 
government would have the gold. It is 
evident that, in case of devaluation, the 
government would reap a profit from its 
ownership of the metal. For the dollar 
value of gold would be increased by a 
reduction in the amount of gold theoreti-
cally contained in each dollar unit. The 
plan before Congress expressly reserves 
this profit to the government - at the 
same time casting upon the government 
any potential loss which might subsequ-
ently be incurred through a ny decision 
to increase the gold content of the dollar. 
With the gold now held by the H.e-
serve Banks added to its own stock, the 
Treasury would have about $4,000,000,-
000. Devaluation to a " 60-cent dollar " 
would yield, in round numbers, a profit 
T he bill proposmg to estabhsh our o~vn currency would have gold behind it but 
fund JS broadly enough drawn to authonze , would not be convertible into gold. Gold 
purchases not only of gold and of fore1gn coin would cease to be used as a medium 
currencies, "b ut also of bonds of the of exchange within the United States 
Umted States Government. Such pur- (comparatively little use was made of it 
chases 1!lay be made 1f th~y are regarded for this purpose before 1933 ); but gold 
by t.he Secretary <;>f the 1 reasury, as es- in the fo rm of bars could, with the ap-
senttal to the stabillzatwn of the c.ollar. proval of the President and the Secretary 
. The President has estimated that with-1 of the Treasury, be used by the Federal 
111 the next S IX months the government Reserve Banks for the purpose of settling 
will need to borrow :& 10,000,000,000 - of international balances. 
which ~ 6,000,000,000 is needed to cover It is interesting to note that in recom· 
new expenditures and $ 4,000,000,000 to mendino- this procedure the Roosevelt 
redeem maturing obligations. Borrowing administration is pursuing a policy widely 
on this scale may tend to depress the endorsed by financial opinion in other 
value of government bonds. Under the countries. Proof of the fact is to be 
proposed plan, the Treasury would have found in the following resolution, unani· 
power to support the market for its mously adopted by one of the subcom· 
own securities-provided devaluation oc- missions of the World Economic Confer-
cm-red at an early enough date to bring ence last Summer: 
the " stabilization fund " into existence " Under modern conditions monetary 
while the government was still borrowing gold is required not for internal circula-
heavily. tion, but as a reserve against central 
Either a profit or a loss might result, bank liabilities and primarily to meet 
of course, from the operation of the external demands for payments caused 
fund, depending upon the appreciation by some disequilibrium on foreign ac· 
or depreciation of such securities and count. It is consequently undesirable to 
foreign exchange as the Treasury might , put gold coins or gold certificates into 
purchase. The plan before Congress calls i internal circulation." 
for an annual au~it of the fund a nd a · International Angles. 
report to be submitted to .the President. It tl 1 tl t 
" · ms 1appens 1a a measure re· 
V-NEW GOLD STANDARD. commended by Mr. Roosevelt primarily 
Finally, while a large part of the because of national considerations is at 
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“Perlidious Albion!" 
←ーー
SomeRea加 nsfor the Foreigner'8 Misunderstanding of Ollr Nationα1 Chαrαctel 
By D. Graham Hulton 
The post.War interest in England and I AlI the foregoing writers are agreed 
the English has. pro~ed . n?t a. litle . em.十upon one English characteristic -the 
barras由 gωtheEnglish themselves.十notorious，or famous， capacity for improv. 
WhY， th~y as~， __!hi~. s_udde~ interest onドsation. In S時 fried'seconomic study 
ωContin叩 tin E昭 lishmodes， mannersドhecalls it by its English nam巴，“m吋
and psychology? To the Man ~n th巴同lingthrough "; to Ren町 andMadariaga 
S佐eetthe∞ntinual appearance of suchドtis digni五edwith the title，“practical 
books as Eric Cotぞd 側:heim's“E昭 land卜commonsenぜ ，in tl吋 nglophobePro. 
the Unknown Isle，" or G. J. R~nier's 卜fessor Banse's book it is a sinister， de. 
“The English -ar官 TheyHuman ? "; or Iliberate， far.sighted and systematic Macht. 
again Salvador de M~daria~a's sec_!ion (>n I tolitik， cunningly devised and ruthlessly 
tie English in his “ English~e~? French'l executed， masquerading beneath a super. 
m叫 Spaniards，"has proved disc刀ncert.同cial-but consciously superficial -fool. 
ing and om_inou_s. . Then ther~ a問 ~uchI ishness. According ωProfessor Banse， wIlely sundere~ views. of ~he E_pglish ~s I the English set themselves a goal and 
that of Andre Siegfried in his“England's卜recogniseno obstacle， whether of morality 
Crぬis"and the Nazi Profe鉛orEwald卜orof scruple or of hard fact，ωtheir 
Banse's市 w in “ ~olk . und Raum in I achievi時 it. What昭氏tlyis' this ap. 
Weltkr~ge:' This .Contine!1ta1. il!terest I parently-peculiar English faculty， and ho'w 
in the English people is a kind of con. I has the universal Continental belief in it 
centrated post.War product; it is now at I arisen? 
its heigh.t; but its roots lie very deep I It is both true and well known that 
and run back v的 farIE~glish põlitics~ i~s，it凶ons and adminis. 
山 sametime a measure which hお時|岡山nsu凶 stupon no logical founda・
凶 vedi蜘 na伽 alsup阿 t，becauseペ岱ふlot2lnztちnivrc:ぉ;22
promises great冶reconomy in the use of I glU出ぷ州~~i~W~ff~ct:"a~'in~;;a;~I ;~おizfZ2t訟L治混誌芯 if品
There are several paぉ叩sin the me叫autocraticprinciple; andぬislasted over 
sage in wh比h Mr. Roosevelt re∞;:;.1 ~;:é:~，::I!l :~:.~.~~!re ~~t~n:~t:_，u~~~ ぬe
mended his programωCongressぬow-12己主t?tzztyぷ12EiE13nR3522
ing at other points an interest in the I 
international aspects of m叩etary ∞~t;~ì:1 ~~:na.~_E~p~:~_~~t~~..!~e_~問rench Revolu. 
The Pr民E討“de倒E
d仇es削刷が戸t旬epres印 tworld ∞nぱfu凶討叩叫， e肝v刊附e釘削I
舵 l叫 1略n昭1港gω s鉛omef加u凶tu附r陀eform 0ぱfg似e釘叩n任川1ト=1貧伽u出1犯en即悶e，each with its final and of凶
e凶 agr伐 ment." He empha剖zed，forthe|despokauthofity;the ∞n山田uswar. 
員同 timesince last May，th desirability|fareof armiω(加 tnot of whole “nations 
ぱ“somegrea町 degreeof伽 bil町 ;:f1 L~.~.::;:::~~ ~;r:~~_~lt~.:~~ 加 p叫cular
foreign exchange凶 esin the ir附 ωtsof|bouMamsofthose spheres;and there 
our p田 ple." He spoke of the 抑制bilwlwmneVぽ anyneed of ∞時間ni民 either
of“a futur巴 晴間mmtammg the na-1WIth external foes町出町田ld泊sentien悦
tions of the w刀;fci-f-;;~.-;.~ed;~t;"{f)u"ti~n..~f Iぉ longas that autoc叫 icsystem lasted. 
めeworld 蜘~k";f -~o~et;cy-g~(d:';._.. --I__!~~~ 恥 French Rev山 tion，however， 
Such 翻t~;;;e~ts...;~._.th~s~-.;~veal a I ~!1d 出 concomitantdispersion of liberat吋
俗 i臼 toavoid a war of currency dep時 1~:!-~_~::?_11i~~.~ti昭町uggles in every ~i;ù';n '~nd' t~-s;ek' i~st~a.~C~;..;~pidly.;s I S_o_~ti~:~ta~_~~~ぬ， the閃 came山 belief
はcumstanc担5permit， the establiぬ;;:;e~tI ~~~t lo_t~uP~~it~:':~.，~~_cl， s_o~~~~}~f~ ∞uld 
ew and perhaps greatly Inodiadl and should be regulated acωdi昭 ωthe
international gold嗣 n白吋 l dictates of Reason;and sowe had the 
一地zu-MTimts |pmliacpmgmyof theeighteenthmt的 ，
I the written constitutions and legal ∞des， 
-一一一一-，..， I which grew to maturity in the nineteenth 
【米国の新遇策政策の註] I ~~;;t~~;'.tl;~ ~印刷y of "Re制 nju州 ed
stabilization fund. 安定資金 lof hぽ children，"the century of Lib白'al・
the Tl'easury (米図〉財務省 I ism in practice: v，rehad the Continental 
the impoundini ，;uhin 'the Treasury of I revolutions o_f the '39'S， ?f. '48， ~nd of '日
…貨幣の形式の全図の凡ゆる金ら財務省.I and _'70; and a~ eac~ o~ these the. appeal 
内に押牧する事 I!_<> R~aso':l and to .logi~ (e，v:en. if， !i~ .in 
buliion' heId in trust or in reserve I Prussia， itwas only the “logic of his. 
against go!d certificates…信託に任じ Itory ")_ was p_aramol:nt， if_inar~icul?te. 
或l't金貨諮券crlち米岡政rf.が金塊其他の， 1 1n ~昭land， on the other hand， ever 
地金の信託lこ任じて 之lこう討して 設行するisince William the Conqueror landed，the 
設券、銀行、合1ft上、公共図値等の持病・1こ係る Inece，sIty for. .com?romi~直 was ever the 
ものは通貨同様に流通する ものあり〉及び Iprimar:f' ct:>nsiderati?n. yve ωok Norman 
令衆図紙幣及び財務省紙幣iこ童話する保澄オlawand administration; but the Normans 
準備として保有ゼられ居る地金 |took，ln time，our language ;their kings 
The -'Federai . Reserve Bank's gold is I alied with the English people against 
pledged against …米凶聯邦準備銀行保ぺtheNorman barons themselves; and thus 
持の金l't準備銀行夜行の釈符の保諮らな:! feudalis!D e?ded in E?glaE-d centuries.~~・
ぜる ものである I fore it finished on the Continent， while 
in hoarding退蔵の I king and people's representatives_ met in 
legislation pending before Congress.議リParliamentregularJy during the fifteenth 
合提案中の法案 J century. Already in 1172 the dead hand 
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New English Text-Boks 
A Book of Stories 
Thomas Hardy. Rolf Bennet. H. Walpole. 
W. W. Jacobs. Ian Hay Alec W叩gh.
George Moore. 
A Book of Essays 
H. L. Mencken. J. B.PIIest!ey. Hilaire 
Beloc. Arnold Bennett. A. Huxley. Frank 
Swinnerton. Lord Dunsany， Alfred Noyes， 
A. Symons. Philip Gibbs 
Price 80 se托 (each)
The W orld We Live in 
Short Reading on 20th Century 
Problems 
Co!lected by G. Caiger 
p町 t1. The World We Live in. Politics. 
The League of N ations. Science. Eco・
nomics. England 
P~t;，~~:.. E~~.，，!:!.~ni-~?~:陀問e町c出ti。佃nof口L以.Iif，おe.Modern Oratory， Leisure， Holidays and 
Health. The Whole Man. 
Price 75 sen Ceach) 
Cecil Rhodes: 
A South-African Portrait 
Compiled by 1. Mizuashl 
Price 90 sen 
Great Thinkers 
E子宮ice80 se揖
Ruskln， Royce. Mil. Bryce. T. H. Huxley 
Sherwood Anderson and 
Other American Writers 
Edi胎dby S. Umemoto 
Price 85 sen 
Their Best Detective Stories: 
A悦 anthology01 the best defective 
stories by the most pOJ合叫la:γ livi叫g
由γiters
Edi同dwith Notes by O. Umetani 
Price ￥ 1.00 
Selected Lectures of 
Maurice Baring 
Edlt・dwith Notes by Y. 0回giri
P宜ice90 sen 
John Stuart Mill's 
The Subjedion of Women 
Price 90 sen 
Mill's Autobiography 
Edited with Notes by M. Kohno 
Price￥ 1.00 
Emerson: Self-Reliance and 
Compensation 
Price 35 s帥
Macaulay: Lord Clive and 
Samuel J ohnson 
Edl匝dwith Notes by Kohno 
Price ￥ 1.00 
Emerson: Representative men 
Edi匝dby Y. Niitsu 
Price 70 sen 
G. Lytton Strachey's 
Two Eminent Victorians 
Edited by Y. Niit四
P宜ice.90sen 
Four Essays by Viscount Grey 
of Fallodon 
Compiled with Notes by B. Niisat。
Price 65 seη 
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Hokuseido Books of International Importance: 
More Comments on Mrs. Barel:" The Idyl,'' 
and Prof. Gaiger's H Dolls on Display., 
of the Church in state affairs was thrown 
off; and by the early sixteenth century 
the Reformation was fulfilled in England 
by the divorce between the universal 
Catholic Church and the polity of Eng· 
land. Again our struggle between King 
and Parliament was over by 1689; there- "In Japan They Are Admired At Mr. Caiger's descriptions under the 
after it was only a question: How should Distance For Their Inspiration" pictures of the dolls tell just what each 
the democracy come about? Even the Victoria Daily Times, Feb. 3 . 1934. doll signifies. They should be read by 
supremacy of the law of England had those people who think the Japanese very 
been increasingly challenged by the By James K Nesbitt childish and simple. They are, to a 
parallel system of Equity which, like The boys' and girls' festivals of Japan, certain extent, but in the doll festivals 
pnetorian law in Rome, grew up along· which mean so much to the children in they show that something in their nature 
Sl.de the formal1'sm of the law pr·oper be which is both beautiful and reverent. 
· the picturesque land across the Pacific, caus~ the latter ~id not •. or could not, are described in "Dolls On Display_ Mr. Caiger explains these traits of char-
provide .a remedy 1n certam case~ wh1c~ Japan In Miniature," by G. Caiger, F.R. acter in an able fashion and shows that 
lay outside the formal law ; an? m 1~7~ i G. S., published by the Hokuseido Press he studied the Japanese and their ways 
~me supreme Court was made m wh1ch, of Nishikicho, Kanda, Tokyo, Japan. It in their own homes. 
m ~ase of confhct beh~een law. and is beautifuily illustrated, containing many The entire display at the Girls' Festival 
eqmty, the. rules of eqmty, ~hat IS, of plates of the numerous dolls used in the represents the Court in Miniature. This 
good conscience, should preva1l over the two great festivals in honor of the young- gives the festival a value in Japanese 
bare word of th~ law. All these examp~es sters. eyes which can hardly be assessed by 
show the English sense ~f compromise Dolls in Japan, Mr. Caiger explains, western minds. 
and c;>f common-sense dea!mg. They ex- are never fondled as in western countries. "Apart from this inculcation of loyalty 
e~pllfy .the English. ger:ms f.or .deahng They are admired at a distance for their and reminding the children that they in-
~Vlth a Situatwn as 1t anses, m Its sett- artistic and historical qualities, as well herit traditions secured by their ances-
mg, and ap~rt from theory or pnnc1pl~; as for the moral lessons they impress tors, a more direct purpose is served," 
th~y . explam w?y the Er:ghshman s upon the youthful mind. says Mr. Caiger. "The dolls, so calm 
cntenon al~ays IS : Does 1t, on the Hina Matsuri, as the Girls' Festival is and dignified, impress upon the girls that 
whole, work- known in Japan, falls on March 3, and they must be always calm, quiet and 
But this improvisation also explains for weeks before all the small girls in smiling, that they must be contented and 
why England's policies have earned her Japan are eagerly preparing for it. It satisfied, at least outwardly, with their 
the epithet "perfidious" ; why Professor has been one of the time-honored festivals fortune in life." 
Banse hates the English for their perti- of Japan for centuries, and on that day The Boys' Festival falls on May 5, and 
nacity; why Siegfried admires their ap- all the bright-eyed little girls have a then it is the turn of the little girls to 
parently eternal aptitude for engineering great time, much to the envy of their be envious of their brothers. Carp ban-
another new compromise; why, dealing brothers. Most of the homes in which ners are hoisted from all the homes 
with affairs of Chance, the English refuse there are little girls-and what home in where there are small boys. The carp 
to be ruled by static theory, why they Japan doesn't boast half a dozen little stands for energy and determination. It 
remain at heart profound sceptics, re- girls? ·- have their doll displays, and the swims against the currents and leaps up 
nouncing the perfect and the ideal, and dolls represent many things. There are waterfalls, the moral being that the boys 
"putting up with" makeshifts. It ex- the Emperor and the Empress, the Maids must overcome obstacles and make names 
plains why, as Danse admits, the Ger· of Honor, the Five Musicians, the Im- for themselves. When the carp is killed 
mans, lulled by assurances from their perial Guards, the Three Equerries, the it does not twitch and struggle, but meets 
General Staff, were dumb-founded at the Imperial Palace, the ceremonial oxcart, its fate calmly, as did the samurai of old. 
strength, both in men and munitions, the palanquin, the court lady with her "What makes the boys' festival so 
which England achieved by 1917. It also dog, the court lady with her flower-cart, fascinating," says Mr. Caiger, "is the 
explains why conscription did not come the crane and the tortoise, and many wealth of symbolism and the memorials 
in England until 1916; and why the others, all in their colorful garb and of the past. The full significance to 
General Strike collapsed in 1926. It was realistic of life as it is lived in Japan. Japanese boys we can only guess, but as 
in this vein of adaptation and improvisa· -----------------_...;~----------------­
tion that Castle-reagh rallied the shattered the notion of a " gentleman" ; to our This is not avaricious opportunism. It 
Quadruple Alliance at Chaumont in 1814, public school code; to the sport fetish; is a mixture compounded of tolerance 
with a subsidy of £ 5,000,000 per annum to anything. and practical improvisation. To the Con-
till victory was won; and, within a year, It is none of these causes which counts, tinental visitor who complains that Eng-
the Quadruple Alliance broke Napoleon, though all co-operate. Very few are land merely cultivates fiat mediocrity in 
while the money was never even the aware of what constitutes gentlemen; all spheres we can only answer: Most 
cause of bickering; it was a gift for a fewer stiil go to public schools; we watch are like that, but if there is the faintest 
purpose, and the purpose was achieved. as much as we take part in sport; the chance of a genius among us, he can 
It explains, again, the sharp criticisms to socialist never dreams of abolishing the win out and rise to unrestrained limits. 
which English social ism has always been monarchy; the worker will not vote for That is to say, we prefer our natural 
subjected; why Marx doubted if the violence; even strikes are a gentlemanly mediocrity, if it be one, to a state-de-
English worker would be a successful affair. Our state education is literally creed mediocrity with rigid boundaries, 
revolutionary; and why, when most of "years" behind that of Germany, Hol- even for the geniuses! It gives us our 
the Continent has gone down before land, or Switzerland; and our public chances. That is why there is at present 
autocracy disguised as authoritarian (or schools, the best in the land, are similarly little scope for fascism, in any form, in 
"totalitarian"), the majority of the behind the French lycl:x in each particular England. And that is why we remain 
country still supports a National Govern- age·group. But the entire British press that paradox in Europe-the most united 
ment on democratic lines; and it explains stands as one man and cries with one and communal nation of convinced in· 
further why the preponderating element voice, whether against its own rulers or dividualists! We even believe in our 
in that Government, the Conservative those of another country, if a single system enough to reject dictatorship, 
party, dare not attempt to convert its journalist is denied the r ight to freedom whether from the Right or the Left; and 
position to a party predominance. In of expression within English columns. until the English Man in the Street is 
fact, there is a sense of the right thing, Against what is considered unfair or persuaded that his fellow in Russia, 
the fair thing, of the need for social give- " not done," both Government and people Germany or Italy is really better off, as 
and-take and of "do-as-you-would-be- are like to turn from their friends or an individual, it will be hard to convert 
done-by" in the bulk of the English allies, and earn the term "perfidious" both him and his scepticism into enthu-
people which m akes the Continental envy all over again, as they recently have from siastic followers of any leader! 
the cohesion of this nation in times of Germany after a decade of manifest -'The Bookman, London. 
crisis. The Continental ascribes it to sympathy. 
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7 
the mother arr~n~es tte I?iniatu!e. pa~e'l n.ese." He _toth likes_ and _ admir四 t~e1 In ~he 刊 lumeare also included photo. 
;ntry she reminds the boys tr:~t.. the 1 ~hee!"y， . ~e11'!_l1anner~d natives of the I ~tatic ∞pies of the letters. The first 
sword is the‘soul of th巴samurai.'" I Lalld of the Cherry Blossゅm. 11etter， the most important， was sent as a 
Famous heroes in the life of Japan are 1 His book is the outcome of a year 1 criticism of one of Miss Queyrouze's at・
閉口resentedin the displays during the 1 trave11ing there. And the trave11ing was 1 tempts in blank ver百e. Hearn advises 
boys' festival. . Mr. C~ige内 bo_ok is one 1 dC!ne in_ ~ -;vay _ the ordinary tour~st， for 1 herωtry something in the field of 
o( the most in!eresting of th~ ~any I whol1 .Major Bodley llasn't much use， I realism and leave blank verse to the 
published • ~e四凶~ ，in J apan; .• It d.~als I-yvould?'t _apprecia同 Theau出or 初okI g~n_i~s. ..The other let;!ers a民 ina tone 
with a subject which most of the other 1 tours by foot， st刀ppedat Japanese innsッ1of friendly banter， refiecting mutual in・
町itershave not touched. It explains 1 ate Japanese food， even donned a Japa.1 terest in things literary. The book adds 
many of the characteristics oJ the ]apa.1 nese kimono at times and the uncom・Irelatively litfleωour knowledge of 
nese which west疋rnpeople find di伍cultI fOI."~able geta (wooden footwear). I Lafcadio H回rn.
ω undぽstand-why the Japanωe ne附 1. He f，伽叫n凶dt恥he丘 J均a叩pan悦 h加av刊e.a.do~t~d 1 Thμe]iルu何，
色a訂rdeath， why they a陀 al.wa:yssmi.lir:g 1 impro~emen!s of tte we~tern world 'Yit~. 1 KansωCi仇 M前
and refuse .to h~ve anyone .~lse be，!r. their 1 ~~t the~se!ves ~ecoming .westerr由~d. 1 _ ." RA y M. LA WLESS. 
troubles， why they a陀 politeand brave 1 He found them in cοmparisonωthel .~吋 山 川
in the face of great obstaclesωpolite: I Chinese a clean and orderly people， law. I )*1 ~会i
Z忠誠九百開会31333Jfvrslayiiセ認J22522急cs-th: writer 1¥iI DolIs on Display: 4r'
advisedωread Mr. Caiger's intere試ing1 finds Japanese and British alike in 1 I '"αp側 inMiniαture 
book. I ~~~，~a~胤 Both nations are notedおrI I By G. Caiger 
1 their tenacity， seamanship， thoroughness， 1 I 
The Bookrnan， London I d~t;r~i~~ti~~ t~U~~';;~~~~l" a~d'~ef~;~~ì ωI I 10x7" with Ilus凶 tions
Feb. 1934. I admit defeat. 1目 Price￥2.80 PO恒tag巴3'3sen 
Dolls on Display. By G. Caiger， F.R.G.S.I Many ]apanese customs， which to the 1 ~ m1_ 7s:'~6d~.~tl'(T~k;;: Hok~:eido ~P'";~';~)'I w~~t~~~ J;~;Îd~v;o~ïd 悶m quaint， a叫 IThe Romance of Javan 
• The book deals wiぬ one ぱ~~~I ~;~αibd in the book，which touETIes on|l Thmugh the Ages 且
most charming and at the same time 1 Manchoukuo and Korea as we11 as Japan 1 1
on問.eof ぬe most ir立坤I
Jap戸antぬha抗tis f向as説土 surrendering e肝γ刊ery.1 . _~_:___ T !4.~__"..__ I i 91まx6}'rw柄it白hIlustrations 
刷仙n昭gω America四叩.n却加訓凶1託i副
isi加n!: 0ぱfthe calendar has robbed the 1 Duke Univer符s#砂y 1 m 
Chrysanthemum Festival of its bloss畑町 1，!，H~ I?YL ~_ My Peω a! j?emini_scences 01 ~ J apan-Whither? 
nd no 10昭ぽぬ the peach asmdated|L4CM1・0-Hearn.-By Leona Queyrouze 1 I .，~~ 
ith the Girls' Fe坦tivalon March 3rd ぽ IË;叫 Ñe;"õ;i~an;，J L;~i;i;na~-K;;d~: I ~ A Discus~~!';_J~~_Japanese t~é iris wi~h the Bo_ys' on ~~y 5th; yet I T~k-;;~，"J;~a;':'~-Th巴 H;k~~~ido 'p;~~~: I I Problems 
ttese .two. days.re?la~n two of the gre~te~t 11933. 'Lfm'ited Edition. 65 pp. $ 5，0. 1 1 By Dr. James A.B. Scherer 
days in the whole Japanese yぬ~:..:~:~.!~ I ~-，~rs， -~arel's book on lÎêa~ñ is ~t:?e 1 ~ price ￥1.00 Pωtage 8 sen 
then that those. semi-sacred miniature 1仕ib岨teof one romanticωanother. The 1 ~ 
~~~~;s :I;~~~o;~g~~.?~;~~~.L~e!f ~:~~~~! 1 ~u~h叫 a Cr印刷副y，knew H叩 n，illtis1 1 A Jananese Omelette: b侃~s， garbed _in 0e t.raditional ?"anIlents ¥ last year (1887) at New Orleans， having 1 1 ~ ~~~ 
of Japan， and札 tierupon tiぽ hra |met him in th bookshop of Mr.Garcin，ll A British Writer's Inw官S抑 n
whole day， not do11s at a1， but symbols I a-~:Ie~ier- in fare and e:Xotic v伽 n低 AI I of伽 JapαneseEmpire 
of greatne鑓 pas~!reminde~sof .~e ~e~~s. I brief but rare intellectual friendship. de.1 ~ By Major R.V.C. Bodley 部品322お芯?ofnational lH胎i託fe台引
A加町mon叫昭.gap抑e回op肉lewh悦 代凶凶I日i凶gio叩nis b加お脱e吋~Iド同凶s叩削pμir口1比t a削n凶df岬 a叩n伺 oぱf白出iおs f剖ri凹叫dぬ剥拘i均~ I川I Manchukuo : 
on ancesωr worship this feeling of∞n. Ishe問。rdsin this paan of praiseω1 ~ 
tinuity can never be far below the sur. 1 iIearn:-ilie artist in words. 1 I A Bird's.Eye View 
face， and going ba比 throughthe c四 tu.， _ The'book is valuable， aside from _its I I By Dr. A. B. Schぽぽ
:配t占u認可::rt:cfi認JhTt出:125P;t」記;ごろ主総tpZLn討ft~I十lust附 dwith 24 phoωs alld map 
釦即os吋 ωb~ capable. o~ b_earing hum.a? I ;;'t'H;ar~~"~hi~il;'Jbe~~'us;'~it "'p;i~おおr l A、 Price ￥1.50 Postage 8 
sins which they carried far away with 1 the first time haIf a dozen of his letters. I i動
them on fast fiowing streams. It has I ~田端概略輔副匝祖也租且!';;;..."; ιーお/'
been the custom in a1昭esto deify the I園 恒ー品目 +・4・
scapego叫 andω:;iay"th~;~ ììtt~-figu;~; I自 民 Ii:特長を有する理想的リーダ!!! 
of Emperor and Empress， the Five 1園 ーーMu山ians，ぬe-"Ïmie;î~' ~Jiu~;d;， _ . ;~d 11 横潰高等商業肇段数投 光井武八郎先生著
scores of others， take rank of gods on 1園間U 冒 E ・ 官、 g おお:弘首rmi足立J官~~~edlll'heMeridian l{eaders主主Jifytむこな
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“Japan Charrns Author" 
Tlze Vancouver Sun， Feb. 16， 1934， 
Japan's tourist trade is directly under 
the government. Unlike Canada， tourism 
is not left primarily to private initiative 
~ut comes under the supervision of白e
Board of Tourist Industry， while the 
~ctual carrying into effect of the policies 
~ecided is _ in-the hands of the-Japan 
Tourist Bureau. 
This is only one of the interesting facts 
which impressed Major R. V. C. Bodley 
and which he has recorded in his brightly 
y;ritten book，“A Japanese Omelette，" 
~st published by the Hokuseido Press， 
Tokyo. 
Major Bodley admits he is "pro.Japa. 
になるが未?ご l こ石すかすよ IË " 主らj凶み 1~l~ 'r'~ ;fγジ|主も琵琶‘するらしし、。 C4山主主r~ -，... IT エ~m-D
すよ〈、ロホ eキスの水商l:tブミ古の浅に澄んで
活るさう 1:・。人為食-:ot:lのであるo ;!f，:し
にF7るのb・;Jmら?と思うと、ど?う bi~} る l こ !t
!?iz， ち L し、。 W~i~Jf~~tがむt与のよ.によって
府 ろ の I~ ii"t夜中に出合はし 7、 り、 ~ò.m/i :Ç，1:主主的
一一一守王子JEfJEそ:;有田一五五日型三i!o担り空空Itー竺
much in your impressions of the 
country， which such a great 
writer as Hearn alone can re. 
corcl. Some of our Hearl1 books 
are publish己d lor th巴五rsttI1Yl巴
from the oriσinal MS. 
A Histo:ry of Engiish Literature (近口fl}i反)
ONE-VOLUri!E EDITION句 REVlSBD， ￥6.戸'2Pοslαge.33
Essays 00 AUle1"ican Literature (0，1 01Priilt) 
LOxi'ノ1'1'IcY4.50 
Some Strange English LIterary Figures of 
the Eighteenth & Nineteenth C担ltUl・ies
(0111οI Print) ￥2.00 Pcstaglσ，10 
Led:ures on Prosody Y1.50 Poslage ，08 
Lectl1res 011 Sh.akespeare ￥1.CO Postage .08 
Victorian Phi1osophy ￥1.50 Poslσge‘08 
Linated de lu:xe editio!2! OtU?/ 250 cCl'}ie~: 
THE !OYL:l¥!IyPεrsonal Reminiscences of 
Lafcadio I-earn一byL岳011乱Q.Barεi‘lOxT'￥5.00
i¥ mOi1urne叫 tuHem:n国 his1'1c'.v Orl""ns days， deali;:;g 
with an aspcct， hitherto untouchcd~ of his TIaturc. It is a 
tribule to 1:-.Ieo_rn written in a beautifnl pros('MpoeLic style. 
The vohnne contains the photo日rれphsof tbe !ctters of 
lIearn to the a.uthor， und is benutiful1y illustrated ¥vi1.h 
J apancsu sketchεs. .l¥ unique~ :inlportnnt contribution to 
Ilearn literature. 
Lif告 andLitel'ature 
Stories and Sketches 
Laロdsand Seas 
Poets and PO邑即時
Price ￥1.20 Postage .08 
1.30 
0]7 THESE lectures of Hearn， Prof. Er邑kine，
of Columbia University， writes: “They are 
crilicism of the fincst kincl; have a unique place 
in English Literature， unmatched in quality by 
any but the best of Colericlge." 
守毛持古寺保持部
Except “A HISTORY OF ENGLISH 
LlTEnATUHE" already published 
by us， the volumes contain al the 
lectures hy Hearn that he delivercd 
at the Tokyo Imperial University 
during the period of 1893-1903. 
The volume contains many hitherto. 
unpuhlished lectures， bcsides thosc 
found in thc Amcrican edition， and forms the most im. 
portant conlribution to literary critieism by Lafcadio 
Hearn. 
ON ART， UTERATむREAND PHIWSOPHY 
Hanclsomely bound in cloth， 600 pp. 9k x6~'ソ
l'rice 'f5.盟 Post"伊 ，33sen 
ON POETS ) 
}目下製!反中計約1.800頁
ON POETny J 
Ma芯passant's"Adventuresof羽TalterSεhnaffs
and Othe:r Stodes " Price￥2.00 Postage .10 
Hearn's translations of Guy de Maupassant are master. 
pieces in their own righ七
Sio:des from Pierre Loti. Translatecl by 1. Hearn. 
¥VITH AN INTRoDuCTION BY A. MORDELL 
Price ￥2.00 Postage .10 sen 
Japan and the Japanes告
Romans and Reason 
1，;50 
1.50 
1.5ヨ
1.30 
COl1taining several storics， among others， that have 
" I 肝 ver1雌
Facts and F'君玄lcies
NiSH!K!CHO =-3 .CH(}:，:~E 
!-<:ANDT.守 TOKYO
υ I p戸r匂明叶ob
1.20 It should be a dclight to both lovers of Hcarn 】andLoti. 
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